
 

 

 

Vice President: Gaynor Robson-Garth  

It was a privilege to serve on the PAVCSS Executive in 2017.   

• As a member of the Executive, I contributed to planning of agendas for general 

meetings and responding to requests and correspondence.   

• Together with Mark Sheehan, Kate Dishon and Andrew Watson, I represented the 

Association at quarterly breakfast meetings with the Executive Director of the CECV 

and senior advisors.  Discussions included matters such as the 2017 PAVCSS 

Conference, Child Safe Standards and the Victorian Reportable Conduct Scheme, a 

Parent Charter, the ongoing rollout of ICON, the new Enterprise Bargaining 

Agreement, and funding cuts to Catholic Education.   

• I represented the Association at consultations with John Jordan and CECV IR staff, and 

the Salaries and Conditions Board, on matters such as the new EBA, Principals’ 

conditions including a proposed clause for managing concerns of misconduct and 

performance improvement, proposals for amendments to the ‘Recommended 

Conditions of Employment for Secondary Principals’ and the Contract of Employment, 

and other projects related to conditions of employment such as professional enrichment 

leave and motor vehicle procurement. 

• As a member of the 2017 Faith and Enrichment Committee I contributed to the 

organisation and planning of the 2017 PAVCSS Conference with Fr Timothy Radcliffe 

OP, visiting speakers’ tours of schools, the 2017 PAVCSS pilgrimage to Eastern 

Europe – ‘The Graces of Eastern Europe’ and forward planning for similar events in 

2018 and 2019.  

• I represented Principals at a National conversation on School Principal Mental Health 

and Wellbeing on November 15.  Matters discussed included a Headspace perspective 

on the mental health of leaders, the Australian Principal Health and Wellbeing Survey, 

APPA research on how policy and practice can make principals highly effective, 

insights of Principal Association Executives and State and Territory perspectives.   

• Together with Mark Murphy and Rita Grima, I will represent the PAVCSS at a Catholic 

Religious Victoria Colloquium on November 24.  


